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Abstract: A designed experiment was conducted, which was aimed at studying two technological factors of 20CrMo5 steel low-
temperature tempering, namely temperature and duration. The quality indices which were measured are Vickers hardness /HV50/ and the 
eddy current characteristic /Z/. The experiment identified and analyzed the adequacy of regression models of the two quality indices. A 
method is presented for a joint analysis of the two regression models with the purpose of using the results in heat treatment control. The 
study confirmed the joint effect of the two technological factors, the temperature and time of low-temperature tempering, as well as the 
sensitivity of the eddy currents study to their variation. 
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1. Introduction 
The final stage of every thermochemical treatment which 

consists of carburizing and quenching is low-temperature tempering 
(LTT). It is conducted at temperatures between 100 и 250°С and 
helps reduce the risk of cracks and inner stress [1]. In most cases 
control is focused on the properties of the quenched diffusion layer. 
Its microstructure is studied, as well as existing layer defects, such 
as a high content of residual austenite or the presence of carbides; 
the hardness is measured through different methods; and the 
effective layer depth is determined /with the characteristic hardness 
of 550 HV1/. 

       The investigation of carburized steel core is limited to hardness 
measurements, and metallographic tests are done to locate the 
presence of non-quenched phases – ferrite [15]. The properties of 
the base steel core are not connected with carbon diffusion. They 
are largely determined by the metallurgical production of steel and 
they are very important for the reliable long-lasting performance of 
parts. Within the same grade, the different melts may have alloying 
elements and a microstructure, which may result in significant 
differences in the properties after quenching – hardenability, 
hardness penetration, grain size, etc. Sometimes the hardenability 
test performed in the metallurgical plant gives a fair idea about the 
expected properties. However, when the final quenching  is 
preceded by a normalization, first quenching and high-temperature 
tempering or pearlite-ferrite structure annealing, then the 
hardenability test data only has reference value, which is mainly 
due to the grain refinement and the changes that have occurred in 
the phase contents and the phase dispersity. Furthermore, the core 
hardness strongly affects the HV- hardness variation pattern when 
the effective depth is being measured. Due to the computer-
controlled gas carburizing, in determining the thermochemical 
processing modes, it is necessary to  introduce corrections 
connected with the alloying content, the so-called alloying factor- f. 
Depending on the type of steel and when the process uses 
uncontrolled combinations of parts of the same steel grade, but 
different melts, producers, etc., it is possible to end up with a batch 
of parts with various core properties after the thermochemical 
treatment, and very similar surface properties, i.e. properties of the 
diffusion layer. For example, the characteristic hardness values of 
20 CrMo5 steels are within 58-60 HRC.  The hardness values of the 
core, however, can vary within 10 units HRC. Apparently, the 
metallurgical properties of steel alone can, even with a stable 
process of thermochemical treatment, significantly affect the 
operational qualities. Here is the other distinguishing feature of core 
properties. The core obtains its final properties after a thermal 
treatment while only rarely do surface layers go without additional 
mechanical processing or shot peening /strengthening/. There are 
also parts with zones where the presence of carburized and 
quenched layer is not desirable, because of developing flaws and 

surface tensile stress. Usually, such zones, for instance, ones with 
threads, are either protected from carburizing, or before the final 
quenching they have the carburized layer removed from them. 
 

The control plans of the different parts after thermochemical 
treatment, only very rarely, include hardness, microstructure and 
the granulometric composition of the core. All requirements mostly 
concern the surface quality indices. Naturally, in order to determine 
the core properties, it is necessary to break a part or a witness of the 
heat treatment which was made from the same steel. Even then, 
with a random approach and a lack of batch organization, or when 
steel of different melts is used, it will not be possible for the quality 
control check results to spread to all parts of the same batch. 
If consistency is applied to each melt of steel until it is all used, it 
will certainly lead to a reduction in the core properties 
dispersion[5]. An even better approach would be if all orders and 
deliveries could be for steels of the necessary grades with a very 
narrow hardenability range. This would mainly lead to a 
stabilization of the operational qualities, which in itself is a 
prerequisite of good quality. 

      However, there remains the question of how to study the core 
properties and how to evaluate their effect on the performance of 
parts after thermochemical processing. The steels designated for 
carburizing are rarely used after quenching and annealing alone. 
That is the reason why data of their post-annealing properties, 
except for high-temperature annealing, is usually non-existent. The 
introduction of non-destructive methods of control, e.g. through 
eddy currents, together with other ones for the determination of 
various mechanical properties allows for an easy and plausible 
study of big groups of parts [6, 7, 8, 9]. The determination of 
statistical dependences is a major task, which can be done through 
designed experiments and regression analyses [11, 12]. The 
sensitivity of the eddy current study to the variation of the LTT 
technological factors – temperature and duration – has been 
repeatedly established [13, 14], but mostly for carburized surfaces. 
Rarely, if ever, is there data of variations in carburized and 
quenched steels with zones of removed carburization, i.e. on the 
surface of the base steel. Design and technical documentations, as 
well as specialized technical literature often feature levels of the 
technological factors: temperature and duration of low-temperature 
tempering, without taking into consideration the specific nature of 
parts and the depth of developing structural changes. 
Recommended temperatures are in the range of 160-180°С, 
minimum 1,5 h [10]. The same author published data of mechanical 
properties in the 100-200°С range and put emphasis on the major 
effect which the LTT mode has on the yield strength. Other authors 
have described studies of the mechanical properties after tempering 
at 180°С for 4 h [2]. With tempering at over 150°С, mostly at 
180°С the studies registered a 1-5 HRC [4] reduction in the 
hardness on the surface of carburized parts.    
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       The analyzed studies were prompted by the obvious production 
need for gradual and consistent increase in quality, and by cases of 
premature destruction of parts put through thermochemical 
processing, which included gas carburizing, quenching and LTT. A 
series of observations suggested several possible reasons: 

1. Inadequate LTT. 
2. Possible development of hydrogen embrittlement [3]. 
3. High tensile stress on the surface caused by design, 

technological and structural factors. 
      As we all know, these are interconnected, and LTT in air brings 
about structural changes, and also a reduction in stresses and 
hydrogen evacuation. Both diffusion processes, i.e. those of 
hydrogen and carbon, and all such processes, are affected both by 
temperature and time. Surely, time durations of less than 2 h can 
hardly lead to a completion in the occurring changes? 

2. Object of research 
Samples of 20CrMo5 steel, WN 1.7264 have been made for 

tensile strength testing and hardness measurements. 

Steel is the main material for hydraulic motors shafts with a 
conical outgoing part, and it has the following chemical 
composition, Table 1. 

Таble 1. Chemical composition of 20CrMo5 steel 

 %С %Si %Mn %P %S %Cr %Mo 
Min. 0.18 0.15 0.90   1.10 0.20 
Max. 0.23 0.35 1.20 0.035 0.035 1.40 0.30 

Table 2 presents data of tensile strength and hardness at 
different temperatures of LTT. 

Таble 2. Hardness and tensile strength of 20CrMo5 after quenching and LTT 
( Technical Card Gruppo Lucefin ) . 

 
HB 353 353 319 
HRC 38 38 34 
Rm [N/mm2] 1180 1180 1050 
Т temp.  [°С] 100 200 300 

The shafts end in a thread, which is the zone of concentration of 
all kinds of flaws of carburized and quenched layers. That is why a 
technological solution is found in the carburized layer removal 
before the final quenching. 

3.Objectives of research 
The studies represent a stage in the search of the optimal mode 

of LTT - temperature and time. 

Eddy current testing could be used to determine zones of 100% 
acceptance control of LTT of conical threaded shafts with a 
maximum, medium and minimum hardness of the core in the range 
of 170 - 250°С and duration of 1 - 7 h. The eddy current testing 
results shall be used to introduce statistical control in the 
thermochemical processing. 

4. Methodology of research 

A complete factor experiment has been conducted with the 
following levels of technological factors [11]: 

- Quenching temperature:  830 °С and  870 °С; 
- Тempering temperature-Tan.:  170 °С, 210 °С and 250°С; 
- Tempering time-TAUan : 1, 4 and 7 h. 

Vickers hardness has been measured - HV50, BDS EN ISO 
6507-1 [16], as well as the eddy current characteristic – Z [7]. Mean 
values were used after a normality test /normal distribution test/. 
The data was processed by means of regression analysis [12]. The 
eddy currents variation was analysed as a quality index [13]. The 
resulting regression models were presented graphically and 

analysed for their adequacy. The joint examination of the contour 
diagrams of the two models in the field of variation of the 
technological factors, tempering temperature and time, offers an 
opportunity to calibrate the eddy current tests with relation to the 
desired hardness. 

5.Test results 

This paper presents the experimental findings of samples, 
quenched at 870°С. The mean values of hardness, HV50, and the 
eddy current characteristic Z are presented in Table 3, with coded 
levels of the technological factors. 
Тable 3. Results of measuring hardness and the eddy current characteristic. 
 

Test № Tan. TAUan HV50 Z 
1 -1 -1 440 3.40 
2 -1 0 442 4.60 
3 -1 1 423 4 
4 0 -1 434 3.80 
5 0 0 436 4.60 
6 0 1 436 5 
7 1 -1 397 3.40 
8 1 0 412 5.50 
9 1 1 413 5.60 

  

5.1. Regression model for hardness HV50 
The following regression model has been established - REG-HV50: 

(1) y = 439.645-13.871x1-14.627x1x1+7.950x1x2-5.930x2x2 
where: 

x1 <--> Tan 
x2 <--> TAUan 
y   <--> HV50. 

The regression equation takes into account the significant 
primary effect of the tempering temperature on hardness, as well as 
the weaker effect of the tempering time factor, which follows in 
importance the effect of the joint influence of the two factors. 

5.2. Regression model for the eddy current 
characteristic 
The eddy current testing resulted in the following model: REG-Z: 

(2) y = 4.900+0.417x1+0.667x2-0.700x2x2+0.400x1x2 
where: 

x1 <--> Tan 
x2 <--> TAUan 
y <--> Z . 
The eddy current characteristic is affected by both technological 

factors, the prevailing one being the tempering time. This regression 
model REG-Z also takes into account the joint influence of the two 
technological factors. 

The statistical analysis of the regression models proves that they 
are adequate - Таble 4. 

Таble 4. Adequacy indices of models REG-HV50 and REG-Z. 
 

 REG-HV50 REG- Z 
R-sq= 0,9848 0,9515 
Radj-sq= 0,9697 0,903 
R-sq(pred)= 0,9254 0,7642 
F 64,99   19,61    
P 0,00068 0,00683 

The contour diagrams and 3D surface graphs for the two models 
are presented in Fig. 1; 2; 3; 4. The maximum values in the 
technological factors variation field are also given. 
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REG-HV50 REG- Z 

  
Maximum value:   444 HV50 

x1 = -0,58 
x2 = -0,39 
 

Мinimum value:    397 HV50 
x1 =  1 
x2 = -1 

Maximum value: 5,72 
x1 = 0,99 
x2 = 0,76  
 

Мinimum value: 3,52 
x1 = -1 
x2 = -1 
 

Fig.1. Constant values contours 
for model REG-HV50. 

Fig.2. Constant values 
contours for model REG- Z. 
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Fig.3. 3D surface graph for 

model REG-HV50. 
Fig.4. 3D surface graph for 

model REG- Z. 

The joint presentation of the two models through constant 
values contours is shown in Fig.5. 

 
Fig.5. Constant values contours for the eddy current characteristic in 

the hardness variation field HV50. 

Three characteristic zones can be distinguished in the hardness 
variation field: 

- Maximum hardness zone - HV50 >440; 
- Minimum hardness zone - HV50 <412; 
- Zone of very smooth variation of hardness - HV50 436-

438. 

 
 

Fig.6. Values of the eddy current characteristic Z in the zone of 
maximum hardness above 440 HV50. 

With the introduced limits of hardness, these zones are 
illustrated graphically in Fig. 6; 7; 8. Fig 6 shows the variation of 
the eddy current characteristic in the zone of maximum hardness. 
The zone is limited with tempering temperatures of up to around 
204°С and time of up to around 5 h. 

The zone of smooth variation of hardness is located close to 
tempering temperatures of around 180 - 218 °С and tempering time 
above 4,5 h. The zone is homogeneous as regards the expected 
hardness after LTT. 

 
Fig.7. Values of the eddy current characteristic Z in the zone of smooth 

variation of hardness 436-438 HV50. 

The minimum hardness values are located close to the 
maximum studied temperature, 250°С, and the minimum tempering 
time, Fig.8. The eddy currents characteristic has almost the same 
variation range as the one with the maximum hardness, but the 
values are valid for technological temperatures above 240 °С. 

 
Fig.8. Values of the eddy current characteristic Z in the zone of 

minimum hardness below 412 HV50. 

Technologically, with tempering temperatures: 180 +/-5 °С, 210 
+/-10 °С and 245 +/- 5 °С  and tempering times of  1 tо 7 h, the 
following graphs can be shown:  Fig.9; 10 and 11. These present the 
respective sections of the area illustrated in the diagram in Fig.5. 

 
 

Fig.9. Hardness and the Eddy current characteristic in the 
technological zone of factors Тan=180 +/-5 °С. 

 
 

Fig.10. Hardness and the Eddy current characteristic in the 
technological zone of factors Тan=200 +/-10 °С. 
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Fig.11.  Hardness and the Eddy current characteristic in the 

technological zone of factors Тan=245 +/-5 °С. 

Each one of the presented diagrams could be viewed as a map 
of the respective final technological stage. The technological time 
control is beyond doubt. Achieving uniformity can be difficult 
because of the influence of the quantities of parts loaded for 
tempering, the specifics of furnaces, the vertical arrangement of 
parts and their proximity to the furnace door. That is why even 
when temperature adjustments are accurate and smooth, this does 
not guarantee one and the same effect on the properties of different 
parts. 

6. Discussion 
The simultaneous analysis of outcomes for the two quality 

indices HV50 and Z can be complemented with data of yield 
strength, tensile strength, and a number of other mechanical and 
even performance qualities. The enrichment of data with new 
results from 20CrMo5 steel samples, from different melts, with 
different hardenability, can be valuable information data base for a 
justified choice of a technological mode of low-temperature 
tempering. The two regression models have a different structure and 
take into account different effects of technological factors. The 
established statistical dependences can be used for establishing 
functional correlations. The analysis of the eddy current 
characteristic as a quality index, which is a controlled, non-
destructive value is supported by its integral nature. This is 
determined by the essence of the eddy current testing, connected 
with the currents penetrating deep in the part, in accordance with 
the chosen operating frequency. Thus, besides the surface 
properties, there are also structural modifications, connected with 
the diffusion processes of low-temperature tempering; changes are 
registered in the state of stress and the electro-magnetic 
characteristics of the newly formed carbide phase. 

The presented sequence of a designed experiment and  
regression  models, which connect some quality indices with the 
starting levels of the technological factors, can be summarized not 
only as a method of research, but also as a method of non-
destructive control of the outcome of technological activity. The 
stages in this method are as follows: 

 
1. Planning and conducting the experiment. 
2. Regression analysis of the findings on quality indices, 

including the eddy current testing. 
3. Regressions adequacy test. 
4. Joint analysis of two or more regression models in their 

information-technological and control aspect 
5. Choice of a cost-effective technological mode of low-

temperature tempering and drawing up a control plan. 
 

For the sake of brevity the method can be called „R+RZ”, as it 
represents a joint examination of a quality index regression and an 
eddy current characteristic regression. The method in the present 
case is applicable to the control of parts which have their carburized 
layer removed in certain sections after they have been put through 
carburization, quenching and LTT. 

 

7. Conclusion 
Studying the effects of LTT on a particular steel grade or parts, 

especially in mass production, is becoming increasingly important. 
The traditionally tested microstructure, hardness and other 
mechanical properties do not allow for the introduction of statistical 
methods of control. The eddy current testing is especially sensitive 
to the final stage in every carburizing and quenching process, i.e. 
LTT. Its speed can make it possible to cover a complete group of 
parts, to classify them according to their electro-magnetic properties 
and the separation of parts which need deeper studying. The method 
presented here represents a feasible approach to calibrating eddy 
current testing. By means of regression analyses it is possible to 
study the effects of the technological factors on quality indices. 
There is evidence which confirms the joint influence of two 
technological factors, temperature and time of tempering, on the 
quality indices of heat treatment, and on the quality of the steel, 
respectively. 
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